This paper models government procurements as a contest among domestic firms, and -in case of liberalization -domestic and foreign firms. Liberalizing procurements reduces wasteful domestic lobbying but also increases the likelihood that a foreign firm will capture the rent. We show that the domestic welfare change is not monotonic in the foreign firms' abilities. Domestic welfare increases only if the gross surplus generated by foreign firms is sufficiently large. Furthermore, we show that, from the global welfare point of view, domestically optimal liberalization policies can be either excessive or too restrictive. JEL-Classification: F12, F13, H57.
Introduction
While liberalization of trade in goods has been progressing for decades, liberalizing trade in services seems to face substantial reluctance, in particular when the services relate to government contracts. Governmental procurements are quite substantial in modern economies: the OECD estimates that public procurement by governments and by state-owned enterprises amounts to about 15% of GDP in OECD countries (see OECD, 2005) . There is a lot of evidence indicating a strict preference for domestic agents or at least more protection for public procurement agencies than for private firms (see for example Trionfetti, 2000) . The WTO had established a Working Group on Hence, it is fair to assume that procurement rules are still based on national interest. At the same time, it is also well known that bidding for a governmental contract does not resemble an auction in the usual sense, because government officials take into account many additional criteria beyond the bids. For example, a recent survey shows that firms often have to offer a substantial share of the contract value as additional illicit payments to secure a procurement contract (see Transparency International, 2007, p. 320.)
These observations suggest that governmental procurement decisions may be strongly influenced by partisanship or even corruption. Although this practice is to be contained by the OECD Antibribery Convention, this convention seems to fail to a large extent. Auriol (2006) quotes a World Bank estimate that about USD 200 billion are spent on public procurement bribery per year, which amounts to about 3.5 % of public procurement spending. She 1 also demonstrates that the deadweight loss is substantial.
Given this background, we take the view in this paper that government procurement can be modelled as an imperfectly discriminating contest in which firms lobby for winning (Tullock, 1980 1991 , Rowley et al., 1988 , Hillman and Riley, 1989 , Nitzan, 1994 . The winner may run the project and will realize a surplus from the project. The size of this surplus, however, may depend on the type of the winning firm. In particular, foreign firms may have different abilities to run the project compared to domestic firms. We will explore conditions under which the inclusion of foreign firms will improve domestic welfare. We also include an analysis of global welfare effects as we would like to learn whether a bilateral liberalization of government procurement will lead to excessive or insufficient lobbying. For this purpose, we use an asymmetric contest model in which domestic and foreign firms have different abilities.
1
Concerning domestic welfare, we note two important points.
First, rents that accrue to domestic contestants form part of social welfare, while those that accrue to foreign firms are not. Second, the real domestic resources used in lobbying by domestic contestants are socially wasteful, but real domestic resources used by foreign contestants are domestic exports. We determine conditions under which a country is better off by allowing foreign contestants to participate.
Although the literature on procurement discrimination is vast, this paper is to our knowledge the first which discusses government procurement policies in an asymmetric contest model.
2
McAfee and McMillan (1989) show in an auction model that excluding foreign firms may enhance competition among domestic firms and can thus be welfare-improving. Branco (1994) and Vagstad (1995) extend the Brander-Spencer (1981) analysis to procurement and show that the profit-shifting incentive may call for the exclusion of for-1 Asymmetry in abilities among contestants were dealt with in Nti (2002) and Stein (1999) . For a general paper on asymmetric contests, see Cornes and Hartley (2005) .
2 For an overview of the literature, see for example Evenett and Hoekman (2005) . Procurement has also been modelled in a an asymmetric information framework; see for example Mougeot and Naegelen (2005) who consider a foreign and a domestic firm whose costs are private information and discuss preferential treatment under different political economy assumptions. eign firms. In our setting, however, domestic and foreign firms do not compete by bids on a level-playing field. Instead, foreign and domestic firms are asymmetric from the outset, and lobbying by each firm uses up real resources and enhances its probability of winning.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the contest model, Section 3 discusses the domestic welfare effect of liberalizing government procurements and Section 4 deals with the global welfare effects.
Section 5 concludes. The details of our proofs are relegated to the appendix.
The model
We assume two countries, a domestic country and a foreign country which will be denoted by a star. A project is available in the domestic country. Let n(n * ) denote the number of domestic (foreign) contestants for this project. Domestic and foreign contestants differ in terms of their abilities: a winning domestic (foreign) firm will generate a gross surplus V (V * ) from the project. We take both n and n * as exogenous. To focus on the interesting case where foreign firms have interest in participation, we make the following assumption:
As will be seen below, Assumption 1 implies that foreign firms will actively lobby. Let s i (s * i ) denotes individual domestic (respectively, foreign) lobbying, and S = s i (respectively, S * = s * i ) denotes aggregate domestic (foreign) lobbying. The probability that the domestic (foreign) firm i wins the contest
, is the probability of winning the contest times the surplus net of taxes, minus the lobbying effort:
The tax rate t is exogenous and equal to the corporate profit tax rate in the country under consideration. Assume 0 < t < 1. Profits are taxed at their source. The first-order conditions and symmetry within each group of firms lead to
Foreign lobbying -if allowed -is always positive due to Assumption 1, but domestic lobbying may not be profitable.
Liberalization is defined as a move from autarky (i.e., when only domestic firms are allowed to contest) to a regime where all n * foreign firms are allowed to contest. We distinguish two cases, which depend on parameter values.
In case 1, where the foreign surplus V * is very large, foreign contestants will lobby very strongly and thus render unprofitable any lobbying effort of domestic contestants. According to (2) , this will happen if V * ≥Ṽ ≡ n * V /(n * − 1). In case 2, V * <Ṽ , and consequently domestic lobbying will continue to be profitable after liberalization. We callṼ the foreign-dominance threshold level of gross surplus of foreign firms, beyond which domestic firms will not lobby.
Definition 1 The foreign-dominance threshold level of gross surplus of foreign firms isṼ
Note that the greater is the number n * , the lower is the threshold levelṼ . 
3 Optimal Domestic Policies 
Given V * ≥Ṽ , the condition V *
> V holds if and only if the tax rate is sufficiently high:
Proposition 1 demonstrates that dominant foreign contestants will improve domestic welfare, if they are substantially outnumbered by potential domestic contestants. The welfare gain comes from both the elimination of wasteful domestic lobbying and the tax revenue from the foreign firm. Note that a high tax rate also implies low level of lobbying under autarky, hence the benefits from liberalization do not mainly come from avoiding wasteful lobbying but from taxing the high gross surplus of a foreign firm.
In Case 2, where foreign firms are not dominant, domestic lobbying and foreign lobbying co-exist under liberalization. The foreign gross surplus is smaller than the thresholdṼ , and liberalization has two opposite effects on a country's welfare. First, it improves welfare because wasteful domestic lobbying is reduced (but not eliminated) and replaced by foreign lobbying.
Second, it reduces domestic (expected) welfare as a foreign contestant may win the contest, resulting in the surplus net of taxes being transferred abroad.
Appendix A.1 deals with details on the welfare gains when both domestic and foreign firms actively lobby. Let ∆ denote the welfare change due to liberalization. It is shown in Appendix A.1 that, for V * in the non-empty range
] (so that both groups of firms actively lobby), ∆ can be expressed as a cubic function of V * :
with
Our next proposition shows that the foreign surplus must be sufficiently large as to make liberalization worthwhile.
Proposition 2 Assume that
≡Ṽ , so that both groups of firms lobby. What are the implications for domestic liberalization policies? Obviously, a country will agree to accept foreign contestants only if the foreign surplus is sufficiently large. If the foreign-dominance threshold level is low, foreign and domestic contestants will co-exist only if the foreign surplus is close to the domestic surplus. In this case, liberalizing trade does not make sense as the reduction in domestic lobbying efforts is only moderate but the expected loss in expected domestic profits is substantial. 
Liberalization results in a negative

Optimal Global Policies
In this section, we want to discuss whether and how the optimal domestic policy will differ from the optimal global policy. From the viewpoint of globally optimal policies, both the (wasteful) lobbying efforts of the foreign firms and the expected payoff for foreign firms have to be taken into account. Note carefully that -compared to domestic welfare without trade liberalization -the global expected surplus depends on the winning probabilities unless
The global expected surplus is the expected surplus of all domestic and foreign firms, i. e.,
Once again, we have to distinguish between dominant foreign firms and coexistence of domestic and foreign contestants. For the case of dominant foreign firms, global welfare increases (decreases) if
9 Condition (9) follows from the welfare autarky level (3); in case of dominant foreign firms, global welfare is equal to expression (3) with domestic values replaced by foreign values. Two observations are noteworthy. First, both a negative and a positive welfare change are possible, since the foreign-threshold level which renders foreign firms dominant does not have any bearing on expression (9) . In fact, we can easily construct cases under which
This means that a global welfare loss is possible even when foreign firms dominate. Second, when comparing expression (9) with V of Proposition 1 (see eq. (4)), a similar conclusion holds true. We can easily find parameter values such that either We now turn to the case of co-existence of domestic and foreign firms. Appendix A.2 has all the details for this case, and we find the following result:
Lemma 2 In the case where both groups of firms are lobbying, global welfare increases (decreases) if
Proof: See Appendix A.2.
Condition (10) The intuition is as follows. While domestic welfare does not take the foreign rent into account, it also does not include as a negative term the wasteful foreign lobbying. If the foreign surplus is moderate, the increase in global welfare if a foreign firm were allowed to lobby is relatively small. However, there is a huge increase in foreign lobbying efforts. From the viewpoint of the domestic country, however, the increase in foreign surplus and the decrease in domestic lobbying may be sufficient to overcompensate the expected loss in rents by the increase in expected tax revenues. Our final Proposition summarizes these results.
Proposition 3 The domestically optimal liberalization policy may be either excessive or too restrictive in case of a moderately large foreign surplus.
Proof: This follows from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2.
The case of excessive trade liberalization can occur only for a moderate foreign surplus. If the foreign surplus increases, both domestic and global welfare will eventually improve. Although (wasteful) foreign lobbying efforts increase with foreign surplus, this effect is overcompensated by sufficiently large tax revenues to make domestic welfare improve and by a sufficiently large expected surplus to make global welfare improve.
Concluding remarks
This paper has shown that a country will be reluctant to liberalize government procurement if foreign contestants are not able to generate a substantially larger surplus than domestic firms. For low levels of foreign surplus, the gain from reducing wasteful domestic lobbying is more than offset by the increased likelihood that the rent will be captured by a foreign firm.
Hence, countries can be expected to be more likely to agree to liberalization of government procurements only if the productivity of foreign firms is substantially larger than that of domestic firms. We have also compared the optimal domestic policies with the optimal global policies, and the results are mixed. For low levels of surplus generated by foreign firms, we may find that domestic liberalization policies are exces- 
Appendix
A.1 Domestic liberalization effects
Maximization of (1) 
Since S = nS i and S * = n * S * i , the probability that a given domestic [respectively, foreign] contestant wins is (n *
, and the probability that the winner is a
. Thus aggregate welfare is equal to B +T −S, where B is the gross surplus of a domestic firm multiplied by the probability that a domestic firm wins,
and T is the tax revenue from a winning foreign firm, multiplied by the probability that a foreign firm wins,
and S is the resource costs incurred by domestic firms (wasteful) lobbying.
The difference between B + T − S and the autarky welfare level according to (3) yields expression (6) . Consider the graph of ∆(V * Let the two roots of the quadratic equation for Ω = 0 be denoted by V * (1) and V * (2) . According to Vieta's Theorem, the product of the roots is
which shows one root, say V * (1) , must be negative and the other root, V * (2) , is positive. Since Ω(V * ) tends to infinity as V * tends to plus or minus infinity, and Ω(V * = V ) < 0, it follows that the positive root V * (2) is larger than V .
This shows that the gain from liberalization is negative for low levels of V * 
A.2 Global liberalization effects
The joint lobbying effort of both types are equal to . This proves part of Lemma 2.
